FROM THE PRINCIPAL
“Teaching Our Children To Recognize Their Place In God’s World”
By Ian Timmerman, Principal
HIS PHRASE ON OUR LOGO
tells a lot about our school and
what is important to us. Working
backward, let’s examine what this
phrase means.
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Our children: When we say our
children—and not just my children or
their children—we reflect a sense of
community. As a community of
parents, teachers and members we
support each other in the important
role of raising children to become
responsive disciples of Christ. This
communal aspect is evident in many
ways: through encouragement and
prayer, and through gifts of time,
talents and money to the school.

In God’s World: We believe that this
world belongs to God. The world does
not belong to man, or any man-made
invention. God made this world and
is in control of it. We learn more
about God by studying His creation,
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“...if anything is excellent or praiseworthy…”

Grade 1
Mrs. DeLine and Mrs. Jonker's Grade
One classes recently visited Hergott's
to learn about Honey Bees. These are
some of the trip's highlights:

Grade 4

Grade 7

Grade 4 invites you to browse
through some of their pictures!

I had honey and crackers. It was
yummy. ~Johan, Olivia, Daniel
I liked tasting the honey crackers.
~Brianne, Eric, Jeremiah, Sarah,
Matthew
I saw lots of bees and the queen bee
behind the glass. ~Devin, Sam,
Joshua, Adam
I saw the queen bee. ~Kayla, Jesse,
Sydney, Jake, Michael
We acted like bees and collected
pollen. ~Marshall, Nate, Abby
We saw a puppet show and learned a
lot about bees. ~Matthias
It was sooo much fun. ~Emma,
Lyndsey
I learned that a bee keeper wears
white. ~Joshua N.
I saw a drone bee and a worker bee.
~Will, Tyreece
I liked looking at the real bees
through the glass. ~Reuben, Noah
We got to make a wax candle.
~Daniel, Nicolas, Riley, Harmony
I liked being the fanning bee.
~Stephen
I liked it when you made me the
nurse of the Queen bee's babies.
~Jenna
I liked learning about all the different
things that bees do. ~Malique

Enjoy these poems by Grade 7 students.
The Family of Many Colours
My house is the crayon box
sheltering us.
Grace is the green crayon,
shy, gentle and boisterous.
Peter is the blue crayon,
gentle and brave.
Daniel is the red crayon,
lively and dramatic.
Hannah Rose is the purple crayon,
beautiful and fancy.
Luke is the yellow crayon,
lively, cute and fun.
Faith is the pink crayon,
rosy and sweet,
and I am the turquoise crayon,
outgoing and gentle.
My dad is the orange crayon,
vibrant, bright and fun.
My mom is the rainbow
with every colour,
keeping us together.
~ Sarah
Metaphor Poem
Our family operates like a car.
My dad is the body that holds all the
parts together
even when it gets bumped around.
My mom is the steering wheel that
keeps us all going the right way,
when we swerve she brings us back
on the straight road.
My grandmothers are the soft
comfortable seats
that are always welcoming to sit on.
I am the wheels that keeps everyone
moving
sometimes fast and sometimes slow.
The most important part of our
family is God the engine
that gives us the power to move.
~Sam
SEE PAGE 3 FOR MORE PICTURES OF GRADE 7

SMART CLASSROOMS

By Della vanDokkumburg-Stroobosscher

ISUAL LEARNERS. DIGITAL
learners. Tactile learners. These
are student descriptors that
likely didn’t exist a few generations ago. Today, these descriptors
not only exist, but they identify a vast
majority of students.
To address this reality at LHCS, the
Program Committee acquired two
SMART Boards, which are being used
in the Grade 6 classrooms. Created
by a Canadian company called
SMART Technologies,
SMART
Boards are large interactive whiteboards that are connected to
computers. So how are they used in
our classrooms?

Mrs. Griffioen, a Grade 6 teacher explains, “Anything you do on your
computer you can do on the SMART
Board, such as showing videos or
connecting to websites. For math, I
find it useful for explaining
concepts. There are math videos
which make some processes very
visual for students. We have lessons
where there is a video that actually
walks through the calculations. For
science there are many videos,
especially for things that are hard to
demonstrate in the classroom.”
“I use it as my chalkboard, and for
interactive lessons and games,” says
Ms. Tangelder, another Grade 6
teacher. “I can use it for all
curriculum.”

tool, the Grade 6 teachers received
special SMART Board training, and
have access to ongoing education.
Both teachers mentioned that it was
helpful that they were familiar with
computer technology before the
Boards were acquired.
For Ms.
Tangelder, the challenge is to
discover everything the SMART Board
has to offer. Developing customized
lessons for use on the Board is timeconsuming, but Mrs. Griffioen points
out that the lessons are easily saved,
filed and accessed for future use.
There are also the ongoing challenges
of discerning when to use it, and to
not become too dependent upon it.
“As a teacher, I have to remember
that it is a tool and is not appropriate
for all applications,” says Mrs.
Griffioen. “[For example,] We still do
hands-on work in Science that you
cannot do with the SMART Board.”

overall benefits far outweigh the
negatives. “The students really love
the SMART Boards, and as a
teacher it would be hard to go back
to teaching without them,” says
Mrs. Griffioen. “You have access to
so much information that is presented in variety of ways. We are
just starting to realize the potential
of them, and would like to get into
areas such as podcasting [posting
digital media files on the internet],
wikis [editable web pages], blogs
[online journaling], and collaborative on-line learning.”

BATTLE OF THE BOOKS

The SMART Boards are not just
visual aids; they are also interactive,
which means the students use them
as well. “These students are digital
learners,” says Ms. Tangelder, “so
technology is a tool that students
understand and know how to use.” In
addition, she says that because the
students interact with the Board, it is
helpful for tactile learning.

GRADE 7—CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

Overwhelmingly the students
appreciate having this tool in the classroom. As I chatted with a group of
students, they enthusiastically explained how they use it to make
PowerPoint presentations, solve math
problems, and access information
about a wide variety of subjects.

The SMART Board also enables easy
access to information. “It makes
anything I want to show the class—
pictures, text, etc. very visible for
them,” Ms. Tangelder adds.
Despite the fact that only one person
In order to make the best use of this can write on the Board at a time, the

COO TRANSITION
COMPLETE

continue to be a part of the Kitchener
community and members of
Community Christian Reformed
Church.

By Mike Fisher, President KWCSS We welcome Ian Timmerman as fulltime COO. Ian joined our school in
2001 and has taught for a total of 10
years. He has been a part of the
Administrative team as VP for the
past 2 years. Ian and his family live
in Cambridge and are members of
Maranatha Christian Reformed
Church.

HIS PAST YEAR, MR. HUGO
Marcus
divided his time between being the Chief Operating
Officer of LHCS and the Director
of the Ontario Alliance of Christian
Schools. One of his key
duties as
COO was to mentor our Vice Principal, Mr. Ian Timmerman. At the end We are thankful to Hugo, Ian and the
of April, Ian successfully completed LHCS staff and membership in
his mentoring process, and on May making this a seamless transition.
1st he accepted the position of COO
for LHCS. At that time, he assumed
responsibility for managing staff and
for delivering education to our
children.
We thank Hugo Marcus for his
leadership and his generosity in
mentoring capable Administrators at
LHCS. We wish him God’s blessings
in his role at OACS, as he continues
to support our Christian Schools and
mentor other OACS School
Administrators. Hugo and Sally will

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
September 2008
September 2
First Day of School
September 29
School pictures—SK to Grade 8
September 30
School pictures—JK

GST AUCTION RESULTS
The GST (Goods, Services and
Talent) Fundraising Auction held
on Saturday, April 19th was a
huge success! $28,006.00 was
raised— the highest profit ever!
Thank you so much for supporting this year’s auction. God has
richly blessed our GST Auction
again this year!
Stephanie Stemmler,
GST Auction Coordinator

Hugo mentors Ian on the finer points
of fashionable COO apparel.

Congratulations to our Grade 8 Grads!
May God bless you in your High School careers.
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